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Jenna ellis rives biography

From an unknown to a well-known media personality, Jenna Ellis rives suddenly made headlines one for her anti-LGBT and Gay Community comments and another for appearing as a Trump 2020 election campaign Senior Legal Advisory. It has been reported that Donald Trump often seeks her advice in private and Jenna was seen appearing at the Trump
International Hotel in Washington, D.C. As for the outcome of the 2020 election, Jenna is one step ahead of Trump, deeming the election result to be false and fraudulent. Jenna Ellis Rives Age, Birthday, Parents, Siblings Jenna celebrates her birthday every year on November 1. And born in 1984 Jenna Ellis turned 36 in November this year. Her hometown
is Colorado in the US, and she is an American with White American Ethnicity. Moreover, Jenna has two brothers and their father Dave Ellis, and her mother raised them in an evangelical Christian environment. Jenna was stayed at home by her parents. Because of traditional Christian beliefs, she has always seen same-sex marriage and relationships
contrary to moral law. She publicly shared her views when the 2015 Orlando gay club was massacred. She condemned the massacre, but also complained that the incident was used to increase sympathy and condemn homosexuality. Jenna Ellis Rives Education After her homeschooling, she earned a bachelor's degree in journalism from Colorado State
University and then enrolled at the University of Richmond School of Law to earn a Doctorate in Law. As a Christian, Jenna was raised to speak and fight for rights and stand for the weak. Therefore, she received a legal education and continued her legal career. Jenna Ellis Rives Career and Trump Jenna have continued their careers since 2011, when she
became a legal officer in the Colorado Attorney General's office. He then heads to become a contract lawyer at the U.S. State Department. In 2013, she worked as colorado's deputy district attorney. She has gained experience in constitutional and criminal law, leadership in public policy and ethics. Jenna is also a media personality who has experience
working in radio, television and written journalism, including appearances at Fox Business, Fox News, CNN, MSNBC and other national media, as well as co-creating the Washington Examiner, Daily Wire and Federalist. She is also the author and author of The Legal Basis for a Moral Constitution: A Guide for Christians to Understand America's
Constitutional Crisis Profiles. He is also a Trump supporter, and his claims about the election results are a hoo fraud. However, Jenna has not always been a fan of Trump since her social media posts and interviews four years ago are visible. Since the 2016 election, when Trump Presidential candidate Jenna described Trump as an idiot and a tyrant, and his
thoughts are not American. She also condemned Trump's supporters at the time for not being able to see the facts and logic. She seems to have become a fan of him after becoming president and, seeing his huge mass of supporters, thought he might be re-elected president. Jenna Ellis Rives Husband, Children Jenna is married to David Rives, who got
engaged in April 2019 and married in May 2019. Ellis' husband, David, like his wife, is also a Trump supporter. David is also the author and founder of Moon River Publishing. He is also an investigator, presenter and TELEVISION presenter. What's more, Jenny's spouse runs an online broadcast network for promoting creationism. The couple seemingly lead
a happy married life. And recently Jenna and her husband have not welcomed children into their lives. Jenna Ellis Rives Net is worth Jenna is an author, she is a media personality, is a lawyer and now worked as a senior legal adviser for Trump. Moreover, her husband is also an author, presenter, TV presenter and tem. It is obvious that as a couple they
made a fortune for themselves. Not to mention Jenna earned millions of dollars that too month, as the Trump administration says to pay a huge wage to its employees. Jenna Ellis' net worth is estimated to be $1.7 million in 2020. Jenna Ellis Social Media Jenna shows off her Facebook presence as @JennaEllisEsq45 of 45,041 people as followers. She
recently wrote why she filed against the election result in court. As a @JennaEllisEsq and 561,1 thousand. Szybkie fakty i informacje na temat Jenna Ellis Rives Full Name / Prawdziwe nazwisko Jenna Ellis Rives Data urodzenia / Urodziny 1 listopada 1984 Wiek 36 Birth Sign Scorpio Born Country USA Narodowość American Hometown Colorado Ethnicity
White American Parents Dave Ellis Rodzeństwo 2 bracia Profession Lawyer i osobowość medialna Edukacja (college / uniwersytet) University of Richmond School of Law Stan cywilny Żonaty Żona / Mąż David Rives Dzieci N / Social Media Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram,
Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Instagram, Net Worth 1.7 million dollars Eye color Brown Hair color Blonde American lawyer Jenna Ellis RivesBornJenna Ellis (1984-11-01) 1 listopada 1984 (wiek 36)EducationColorado State University (BA)University of Richmond (JD)Occupationlegal advisor for
Donald Trump Jenna Ellis (ur. 1 listopada 1984)[1] – amerykański prawnik Jest byłym zastępcą prokuratora okręgowego w hrabstwie Weld w stanie Kolorado i byłym adiunktem studiów prawniczych na Colorado Christian University. As a private lawyer, she conducted cases in state courts. [2] W The legal basis of the moral constitution, a book arguing that
the United States Constitution can only be interpreted according to the Bible. In November 2020, Trump announced that Ellis is a member of a legal team that is leading efforts to overturn President-elect Joe Biden's victory in the 2020 presidential election. She made false and unmasked allegations of rigged voting machines and voter fraud. Ellis grew up in
Colorado and was raised by her parents. In 2003, she enrolled at Cedarville University before moving to Colorado State University to study journalism. In 2011, she earned a law degree from the University of Richmond School of Law. [2] From 2012 to 2013, Ellis served as deputy district attorney in Weld County, Colorado. Ellis worked in misdemeanor cases,
including traffic-related cases, according to the Weld County District Attorney's Office. Her experience as a prosecutor also included crimes such as assault and theft in state courts. Ellis was released after about six months, which she attributed to her insistence that she would not prosecute a case she considered uneasy. The Weld County District Attorney's
Office declined to comment on the matter, according to The Wall Street Journal. Ellis then went to private practice at law firms based in northern Colorado. She defended clients in state courts in cases involving assault, domestic violence, prostitution and theft. [2] According to Ellis, she also worked on immigration and tenancy issues. Records showed that
Ellis was involved in about 30 court cases that began in 2012 or 2016, including one state court case; this was described as a rare record by another Colorado lawyer interviewed by The Wall Street Journal. [1] Court records do not indicate that Ellis was involved in election law, federal court cases, or cases in U.S. District or Appeals Courts before December
2020. [2] In 2013, Ellis worked for IE Discovery in one contract dispute lawsuit. IE Discovery is a company that assists the U.S. State Department in legal discovery cases. Ellis later claimed that she was an attorney for the U.S. State Department, though she has no records on her behalf as a State Department employee. In 2015, Ellis became a member of
Colorado Christian University's partner division and then an assistant professor of law studies until her departure in 2018. [2] The University does not have a law school. [2] In the same year, Ellis published a book titled The Legal Basis for a Moral Constitution: A for Christians to Understand America's Constitutional Crisis. [1] [2] It argued that the United
States Constitution interpreted only according to the Bible. [2] In her view, the U.S. Supreme Court legalizes same-sex marriage in Obergefell v. Obergefell. Hodges, was that this would lead to polygamy and paedophilia becoming accepted. In 2016, Ellis described homosexuals as sinners whose behavior is vile and disgusting. Robert Cochran Jr., an expert
on Christian law, described Ellis' views as farther to the right than most conservative Christian lawyers. In 2015 and early 2016, when Donald Trump ran for the Republican nomination for president, Ellis was a harsh critic. In 2015, Ellis wrote on Facebook that Trump was loveless, treacherous, abusive and ungodly. In February 2016, Ellis has spoken out
about Trump, such as her belief that she wants to destroy American democracy, is one of the greatest threats to our freedom, can't handle criticism, and wasn't a true Christian because he couldn't repent. To stop Trump from becoming a candidate, Ellis suggested that the Republican Party establish a negotiated convention. In March 2016, Ellis criticized
Trump's supporters, saying they DON'T CARE about facts or logic. They are not looking for the truth, but they are narcissism; Supporters ignored the way Trump was unetic, corrupt, deceitful, criminal, dirty bag; that the arguments in support of Trump are ridiculously illogical, inconsistent and grossly silly, and that Trump cannot be trusted to be consistent and
accurate in anything. After Trump became a Republican presidential candidate, Ellis expressed support for him in the 2016 general election. In 2017, Ellis became a Washington Examiner, where she falsely claimed to have been a professor of constitutional law in the past. [2] Colorado Christian University does not have a constitutional law program. The
New York Times reports that Ellis appeared on a denver radio show as a legal commentator, although the Times does not specify when it was. In 2018, Ellis left Colorado Christian University to work for the James Dobson Institute for the Evangelical Family Institute, as director of public policy. In 2019, Ellis was a frequent Fox News guest. Trump campaign
legal adviser Ellis in conversation with Rudy Giuliani Main article: Post-election lawsuits related to the U.S. presidential election in November 2019 Ellis was hired as a senior legal adviser to Trump and his re-election campaign in 2020. [2] Axios reported that Trump was discussing ellis being shaked by media appearances. In December 2019, the Trump
campaign paid Ellis $3,900, and in October 2020, she paid her nearly $3,900 $000 for legal advice fees. In November 2020, Ellis received $30,000. Thousand. Mid-November 2020 Ellis acknowledged that she criticized Trump in 2015. stating that her previous opinions were completely wrong because she did not know him personally at the time, and she
eventually saw him keeping his promises. The Washington Post report told the following: after all major news organizations predicted a Victory for Trump's Democratic opponent Joe Biden on November 7, Trump's advisers and campaign staff were pessimistic about Trump's chances of victory. Trump's top lawyers were particularly detrained by the defeat of
Trump's allies on November 13 at the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit (Bognet v. Boockvar),[13] which found that plaintiffs had no standing to sue under the Constitution's voter clause in the Pennsylvania case. Ellis and Trump's personal lawyer Rudy Giuliani were much more optimistic about their prospects. A Washington Post report
described Ellis as Giuliani's protégé. On November 14, Trump announced a legal team that would challenge the legitimacy of the results of the 2020 presidential election in his campaign, naming Ellis a member of the team, along with Joseph diGenova, Victoria Toensing, Sidney Powell and team leader Giuliani. According to The Washington Post, after
Trump's announcement, Ellis and Giuliani privately conducted a hostile takeover of the Trump campaign from other Trump campaign advisers and employees, resulting in Ellis, Giuliani and Powell taking on key public roles in relation to Trump's post-election actions. On November 19, Ellis spoke at a press conference alongside Powell and Giuliani, and
Giuliani said all three represent Trump and his campaign. Ellis and Giuliani stated on November 22 that Powell is not a member of Trump's legal team, nor is he Trump's personal lawyer. Ellis commented on the Trump campaign's lawsuit in Pennsylvania, pointing out that media morons shouldn't laugh at Giuliani because he seems to have already
established a great relationship with the judge. [14] After Republican pollster Frank Luntz mocked Ellis' comment and Trump's lawsuit in Pennsylvania was dismissed by a judge, Ellis accused Luntz of MicroPenis syndrome. Ellis has previously stated that she will not tolerate insults on social media. During the Michigan case, trump's campaign asked for
permission to change the complaint, but mistakenly signed the judge's name as if he had already allowed them to do so. Ellis argued that this was not a mistake, but in fact a courtesy for the judge, so that he would only have to approve the amendment with the judge's seal. However, when the Trump campaign reapplied, they removed the judge's name,
indicating that their previous signature was indeed a mistake. [17] Since December The Trump campaign and its allies have launched about 50 election-related lawsuits; However, Ellis did not join any of these lawsuits on paper or in court. This led Jeremy Peters and Alan Feuer of the New York Times to describe Ellis as mostly doing public relations work for
the Trump campaign. On December 8, 2020, Axios reported that Ellis had told colleagues that she had tested positive for COVID-19. ABC News and CNN confirmed the story. [19] Ellis, however, refused to confirm the story to Axios. Earlier on December 4, Ellis attended an event at the White House without a mask, while on December 6, it was reported that
Giuliani had tested positive for COVID-19. Meanwhile, in late November, Ellis and Giuliani ignored the CDC's U.S. guidelines to quarantine, even though they had close contact with a well-known COVID-19 case: Boris Epshteyn, Trump's campaign adviser. [20] Ellis Publications, Jenna (2015). The legal basis of the moral constitution: A guide for Christians to
understand America's constitutional crisis. Westbow Press. ISBN 978-1-5127-2274-1. OCLC 1147800122. References ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n Maremont, Mark; Ramey, Corinne; Ballhaus, Rebecca; Cho, Elisa (December 3, 2020). Like Jenna Ellis rose from the court's move to Trump's legal team. The Wall Street Journal. Archived from the original on
December 4, 2020. Accessed December 4, 2020. ↑ a b c d e f g h i j j l m n o p q r s t u v w x Peters, Jeremy W.; Feuer, Alan (December 3, 2020). How is Trump's lawyer Jenna Ellis's 'Elite Strike Force' Material?. The New York Times. ISSN 0362-4331. Archived from the original on December 3, 2020. Accessed December 3, 2020. ^ a b Stracqualursi,
Veronica (November 16, 2020). Trump puts Giuliani in a post-election legal battle after a series of losses. Cnn. Archived from the original on December 8, 2020. Accessed December 5, 2020. ^ Salzman, Jenna; Maulbetsch, Erik (November 20, 2020). Trump Legal Counsel Ellis says the dominion voting machine may have swung colorado races. Colorado
Times Recorder. Archived from the original on November 26, 2020. Accessed December 6, 2020. ^ Ellis, Dave (May 22, 2020). Yes, Homeschooling works. I would know. Newsweek. Archived from the original on November 29, 2020. ^ Transforming difficulties into a ministry. Cedarville University. Archived from the original on November 19, 2020. Accessed
December 3, 2020. ^ Silverman, Craig (January 21, 2020). Let's look at colorado lawyers at the center of washington's impeachment and power process. Colorado Sun. Archived from the original on November 23, 2020. ^ a b c d e f g h Kaczynski, Andrew; Steck, Em; McDermott, Nathan (November 19, 2020). Trump's legal adviser Jenna Ellis called him an
idiot in 2016 and said his supporters don't care about 'facts or logic'. Cnn. Archived from the original on December 2, 2020. December 4, 2020 ↑ Rabey, Steve (October 4, 2020). Focus on your family, the James Dobson Family Institute among Colorado Springs ministries is pushing for Trump's re-election. Colorado Springs Gazette. Archived from the original
on November 22, 2020. Accessed December 3, 2020. ^ a b c Swan, Jonathan (November 24, 2019). Jenna Ellis is the latest Fox News guest to become a Trump adviser. Axios. Archived from the original on 25 November 2020 Accessed December 4, 2020. ^ Roston, Aram; Heath, Brad (December 5, 2020). Trump's campaign has spent more than $2 million
on election lawyers, including Jenna Ellis. Reuters. Archived from the original on December 8, 2020. Accessed December 5, 2020. ^ a b c d e Rucker, Philip; Parker, Ashley; Dawsey, Josh; Gardner, Amy (November 28, 2020). 20 days of fantasy and defeat: Inside Trump's quest to overturn the election. The Washington Post. Archived from the original on
December 3, 2020. Accessed December 5, 2020. ^ Fair, Matt (November 13, 2020). 3. Circ. There will be no Ax Pa. Mail-In Extension of the voting deadline. 360. Archived from the original on 8 December 2020. Accessed December 5, 2020. ^ a b Markay, Lachlan (November 22, 2020). Trump's campaign disavows its own election-conspiracy lawyer. Daily
Beast. Archived from the original on December 1, 2020. Accessed December 4, 2020. ^ a b Manganese, Dan (November 23, 2020). Trump fears Giuliani, other lawyers in Biden's voting challenge are 'fools who make him look bad'. Cnbc. Archived from the original on November 29, 2020. Accessed December 4, 2020. ^ Keilar, Brianna (November 23, 2020).
Trump's Elite Strike Force Legal Team Scapegoats Member. Cnn. Archived from the original on December 4, 2020. Accessed December 4, 2020. ^ Blake, Aaron (December 3, 2020). A messy, flawed legal effort by Trump allies. The Washington Post. Archived from the original on December 3, 2020. Accessed December 8, 2020. ^ a b c Swan, Jonathan
(December 8, 2020). Scoop: West Wing fears COVID will spread after Trump lawyer Jenna Ellis attends the WH event. Axios. Accessed December 9, 2020. ^ Faulders, Katherine; Santucci, John; Steakin, Will (December 8, 2020). Jenna Ellis says she is positive for COVID-19: Sources. ABC News. Archived from the original on December 8, 2020. Accessed
December 9, 2020. ^ a b Acosta, Jim; Collins, Kaitlan; Vazquez, Maegan (December 8, 2020). Trump campaign lawyer Jenna Ellis contracts coronavirus, a source says. Cnn. Accessed December 9, 2020. Source
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